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UPCOMING EVENTS for EAA863
June 11th MONTHLY MEETING 6:00 p.m.
Program starts at 6:30
Jeff Wreyford– Boeing 737 Max Simulator
A brief reminder for our next meeting the
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Last Saturday was a delight to see everyone who
came out to the EAA Hamburger Cook out for
our Members. The weather was beautiful and
everyone was happy to get out. And see each other again.
All went well.
Thanks to all the Volunteers that made this possible especially our youth volunteers.

Thanks to our members for both the Memorial
Day Fly Overs and the fly overs last Saturday to
Honor the 2020 Graduates. And how about Jerry Kirbys Smily Face right before our Hamburger Cook out?? Thanks to all these members who
flew on these special missions as the flights were
enjoyed by so many during this crazy time we are
facing. Hope to see you all at our meeting on
Thursday.
Check out our new website @ https://eaa863.com.
I am still in need of your photos, thoughts, ideas
and stories to report and send out in the future. I
need your support, input, and help. Also I would
love to get your bio’s for member spotlights. You
can send any aviation events, items, and pictures
to
Deborah Baugh
deborahbaugh@comcast.net

From the Backseat
By Gary Piper

Our special chapter members cookout on Saturday May 30th was a success!! We had beautiful weather,
lots of planes, friends, hamburgers,
and hot dogs. What more could you
ask for?? We even had a special flyover of Wilson County Schools to
honor graduating 2020 seniors. Also a Smilely Face right before noon
by Jerry Kirby.
Several EAA863 members parked
their airplanes on the ramp and
came into the Sattler Hangar for
good conversation and fellowship
while we waited for the delicious
food to finish grilling. It has been
said that pilots love to talk about
their airplanes as much as they love
to fly them. EAA863’s members are
no exception and we even had a livestream of the NASA SpaceX launch
on the big screen. Airplane lovers
are natural space and rocket lovers
too. It would be fair to say we love
anything that flies. As long as it has
wings, rotors, or rockets and as long
as it flies we enjoy it.
Brian threatened to pull the power
cord right before launch, but the majority ruled and Brian left the TV
plugged in. Thank you Brian.

Flyover Honoring Graduates
This flyover was organized by
EAA863 members Parker Loughney
and Toby McCrary. Parker is an aviation enthusiast and likely future pilot who wanted to pay tribute to the
2020 graduating class. Parker said
he got inspired after watching the
military flyovers honor the hero
healthcare, military and other first
responders. Parker contacted Toby
and they began planning the flyover
with four planes in total. Their
scheduled timing of the flight plan
was impeccable and surely beneficial
to those on the ground at the respective schools.
Parker and Toby were featured by
Wilson County schools. Thank you
Parker and Toby!!! Indeed there is
no better way to commentate these
2020 graduates than with an airplane flyover!
See you at the airport……….
Gary Piper, President
piperj3cub@icloud.com
www.eaa863.com

Ray Aviation Scholarship Update
By Trisha Yates
Ray 2019: Congratulations to Ian Parsons for passing his Private Pilot Written test with
flying colors! You will be hearing more from Ian on his adventures of trying to fly despite
Tornadoes, COVID and airplane issues!
Ray 2020:
The 2020 Ray Aviation Scholarship committee met on May 16th and interviewed the candidates for the 2020 scholarship application and selected our 2020 Candidate. The Interviewers and candidates were socially distanced during the day and met with each candidate for 45 minutes of grueling questions. All of our candidates were top notch which
made the decision difficult for the judges – you were all great and have bright futures
ahead of you.
The applicants were:
Ansley McNutt
Jared Carter
Kyle McElhannon
Nick Henry
Luke Blain
After the interviews were completed, they selected Jared Carter as our candidate! Congratulations to Jared for passing the first gate of the process. Jared’s application has
been submitted to EAA and we are awaiting final approval, which we expect the end of
this week.

Also thanks to our our judges: Toby McCrary, Brian Thompson, Doug Eshelman, Mike
McGrew, Will Rondeau, Mark King, Jeff Wreyford and Janet Piper who took the whole
Saturday to complete the interviews.

EAA 863 Youth Group
Our Young Aviators came out to Help last Saturday at our First 2020
Cookout and volunteered. They were seen everywhere setting up, cleaning
up, helping serve and helping on the ramp.
We will give you more information about our new Youth group at our
monthly meeting next week and how you can help.
Janet and Sam

the 360



En-COMPASS-ing General Aviation Safety
NL #4, June 2020

That Takeoff Emergency
The professional aviators who fly for a living spend a lot of time in flight simulation.
The corporate flight departments and airline training departments spend a lot of
time and effort to develop training profiles. These profiles turn into flight simulation training course lesson plans. One of the maneuvers that is practiced the most is
what is called the Vee-One-Cut (V1). An engine failure at or after V1, on takeoff.
Runway speed is measured as Velocity or “V”. As an aircraft accelerates for takeoff it
goes through several V-speed categories where the pilots measure A/C performance. Let’s look at these V-speed measurements:
·
V-1: Takeoff Decision Speed: At this speed and below, any abnormality in
A/C performance to accelerate or anything the pilots feels is not right, is a reason
to reject the takeoff. It’s the most important airspeed we encounter on any takeoff!
·
V-R: Rotation Airspeed: This is for larger A/C, not used in single engine or
light twin engined A/C.
·
V-2: Minimum Takeoff Safety Speed: At this speed the A/C has enough
speed to fly, considering the pilot has figured the gross weight and expected T/O
performance of the A/C. It is the next most important airspeed we encounter.
·
V-MC: Minimum Controllable airspeed: Used for twin and multi- engined
A/C. DO NOT rotate an A/C below this speed! (FAR Part 1, Pg 1.1, 1.2).
There are many other airspeeds that are also important; but these speeds above are
what we need to know for getting your tail-in-the-air!
Now, let’s discuss that takeoff EMERGENCY!
The first Will-ism today is: NEVER TAKEOFF FROM A RUNWAY INTERSECTION! Always give yourself and your A/C the full opportunity to reach flying speed before
running out of concrete.

Whether it is your home airfield or not, have a plan of action figured out for
the day when that trusty-ole engine doesn’t want to go flying. Look around
the airport as you walk out to your A/C and think about what to do ‘IF’! Can
you fly straight ahead and know where to perform that EMER LANDING? OR
Can you make a 180, which may turn out to be a 90 followed by a 270? All
these maneuvers take up much more real estate and those 3 precious things
all pilots need: ALTITUDE, AIRSPEED, and LUCK!
Let’s refer to Aviation Safety Magazine (October, 2019, p-8-11) article “All Or
Nothing?” This article covers what we always thought was the correct maneuver for a straight ahead emergency landing/crash. However the FAA now
thinks that it is possible to make that turn back, and the maneuver should be
taught during initial flight training and flight checks. The Fed’s also state that
“not to make the 180 degree turn back unless altitude, best glide requirements, and pilot skill allow for a safe turn”. Well, really, who knows what
those three things are? And what about the skill part of this? Many pilots
think they are better than they really are! And this is not a good time to find
that out!

Remember when taking off, the A/C is at the lowest, slowest, and heaviest it
will be all flight, there is much more gas out in those wings.
KNOW BEFORE YOU GO! Make that ‘What To Do Decision’ before throwing
the juice to the engine!

Fly Safe and see ya’ll next month……Will

References
Federal Aviation Regulations: 1.2 Abbreviations and symbols.
Aviation Safety Magazine: October 2019 (Volume 39 Number 10).
FAA Advisory Circular AC 61.83J.

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
RON DILLIARD

Biography

On the steps of N83FJ, a Dassault Falcon 50 I flew for 191/2 years
Ron Dillard
Although I did not get my PPL until completing ROTC flight training at Western Ky. Univ. in the early
‘60s, I was actually taught to fly by my Dad, a former WWII B-17 pilot and a part time flight instructor
when I was growing up.
Shortly after graduation I completed the US Army Helicopter training in AL. and the Army Aviation
Safety Officer and Accident Investigation School at the Univ. of Southern Ca. before serving a tour in
RVN flying UH-1 helicopters for the 1st Cav. While in the Army I earned a Masters Degree from The
Univ. of Southern Ca. in Aerospace Operations and Management.
I instructed for a while after leaving the Army in the early 70s and took whatever flying job could be
found. I did some night freight, air ambulance flights, flew the mail for a short while in a Beech D-18-S,
along with 5 years of contract work flying a dozen different airplanes and helicopters based in Knoxville, Tn.
During this period, I completed training for an ATP rating in Fixed and Rotary Wing aircraft and a CFII
& ME.
I signed on with Sea Ray Boats when they moved their headquarters to Knoxville in the mid 80s flying
an Agusta 109 helicopter and a Dasault Falcon 50. That job lasted until Brunswick bought the company.
In 1989 I joined Anheuser-Busch and stayed with them flying their Falcon 900s, 50s, and a Bell 412 until retirement in October 2008.
Along with partners, I have owned a Bellanca Citabria since 2002.
I currently hold An Airline Transport Pilot Certificate with ratings in Airplane Multiengine Land and
Rotorcraft-Helicopter with Type Ratings in; AS-355, BH-212, DA-10, DA-50, and LR45 with Commercial Privileges in Airplane Single Engine Land and Sea. I also hold a Flight Instructor Certificate with
ratings in Airplane Single and Multiengine and Helicopter; Instrument Airplane and Helicopter.
I have been married to wife number 1 for 54 years and have 2 grown children and 5 grandchildren.
I currently fly out of Hangar 5 as Advanced Tailwheel Training.

NEW WINGS FOR N86654

Ron Dillard

I had a few problems with the wings on my 1974 Bellanca Citabria 7ECA-150 and was going to have to
recover them prior to the scheduled annual inspection in March 2020.

This was going to require grounding the airplalne for a few months.
I happened onto a set of wings from a 1975 7ECA for a very good price and purchased them.
I was going to recover the replacement wings so that my Citabria would not need to be grounded during
the recover time.
I received the wings in November 2019 and proceeded to strip the old fabric and glue off them and clean
them in preparation for recover.
I finished getting the new set of wings prepared for covering by the 1 st of January 2020 and the recovering process began at that time.
Another chapter member, Steve Sachs generously offered to help in the recover process. I trailered the
wings to his hangar at Fall Creek Airpark the 1st week in January.

With the “help” (he did most of the work, I was just his flunky) from Steve Sachs over the next 2 months
we recovered the wings using the PolyFiber Process.
Along the way I enjoyed the assistance of many of our chapter members in one form or another. Nelson
Willis, Myron Lasater, Gary Soloway, Mick McGrew, Morton and Judy Boggs are a few that helped.
There were many more and I thank you all for your help.

The wings were completed and installed and the Annual Inspection was completed at the beginning of
March and they turned out great.
Just as the Citabria was returned to service we entered into the Plandemic and I shut down my instruction, although I continued to fly. I started back to Instructing the 1 st of May and the wings are doing fine.
Ron Dillard

EAA 863 MEMBERS FLYOVERS

MEMORIAL DAY FLYOVER with Greg Wrobel,
Jerry Kirby, Gary Reuther, Don Abbott, and
Paul Mercandetti

HONOR THE 2020 GRADUATE FLIGHT
Sam Swift, Toby McCrary, Robert Redmon, and
Tug Tugwell

EAA MEMBER HAMBURGER SOCIAL

